When users post on social media, they protect their privacy by choosing an access control setting that is rarely revisited. Changes in users' lives and relationships, as well as social media platforms themselves, can cause mismatches between a post's active privacy setting and the desired setting. The importance of managing this setting combined with the high volume of potential friend-post pairs needing evaluation necessitate a semi-automated approach. We attack this problem through a combination of a user study and the development of automated inference of potentially mismatched privacy settings. A total of 78 Facebook users reevaluated the privacy settings for five of their Facebook posts, also indicating whether a selection of friends should be able to access each post. They also explained their decision. With this user data, we designed a classifier to identify posts with currently incorrect sharing settings. This classifier shows a 317% improvement over a baseline classifier based on friend interaction. We also find that many of the most useful features can be collected without user intervention, and we identify directions for improving the classifier's accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
For users to select a proper access control setting when sharing data, they must consider the intended audience, their personal preference, and the broader context. In many cases, this decision is "set it, and forget it. " That is, the access control decision made when initially sharing the data persists until it is changed, even if a user would no longer choose that same setting. For instance, a Facebook post made in 2006 when a user was a college student with 100 Facebook friends may have very different implications in 2019 when the user is a parent in the workforce with 2,000 Facebook friends. Whether a privacy setting chosen in 2006 still applies in 2019 could depend on an innumerable collection of potential features, which points to a significant cognitive burden for users. This burden is compounded by the sheer volume of posts accumulating over time, all in need of privacy setting reevaluation. As a result, manual retrospective privacy management is nigh impossible for users.
While a manual approach is completely untenable, many of the potentially predictive features that could help automate this process are personal enough that the only way to understand them is to ask the user. As a result, the explosion of potential features calls for a system design strategy which incorporates deep user interaction into an iterative, breadth-first approach. The questions asked during these interactions should be driven by hypotheses about potentially effective inference and should be consistent with the combined goal of minimizing incorrect privacy settings, not interrupting users, and minimizing data collection.
To understand risks posed by shifting privacy preferences and to identify features that could be used to identify potentially incorrect settings, we conducted a study of 78 Facebook users . With each participant's informed consent, we automatically analyzed their full timeline and activity log. We then asked participants to reevaluate five posts' privacy settings and indicate whether six chosen Facebook friends should be able to access each post. While prior studies have used the Facebook API in concert with user surveys to evaluate Facebook privacy settings [4, 6, 23, 33] , to our knowledge we are the first to evaluate these privacy settings contextualized in an account's full history, including changes in friends over time.
Our participants were active Facebook users, and 71% of them had accounts that were at least a decade old, providing a rare look into the longitudinal evolution of Facebook privacy settings. In contrast with prior longitudinal work on Facebook privacy [47, 73] , we found that participants' most common privacy setting was "Friends only. " We also note that the median participant had four times as many friends in 2018 as they did in 2009. The meaning of the "Friends only" setting, and thus the visibility of such posts, has changed substantially over time. Participants expected their Facebook friends to sometimes look at their old posts, emphasizing the importance of updating privacy settings even for old content.
While 45% of participants reported having used Facebook's "privacy checkup, " current retrospective privacy management mechanisms are insufficient. A number of the privacy settings active on participants' Facebook accounts did not reflect their current intentions. Overall, 65.3% of participants reported wanting to change the privacy setting of at least one of the five posts we presented to them. This represented 25.5% of posts participants saw, with rough parity between increasing and decreasing visibility.
Using insights from the user study regarding how users conceptualize and decide to modify their privacy settings, we built models to predict which posts from the history of a user's Facebook account are most likely to have active privacy settings that no longer match the user's intent, as well as which posts perhaps should not be shared with specific Facebook friends. Due to the sensitive and subjective nature of managing privacy settings, we optimized our prediction algorithm design for deployment as part of a human-in-the-loop model that augments, rather than replaces, human decision-making processes. In this setting, posts with privacy settings that may diverge from the intended one are flagged for the user, similar to Facebook's "people you may know" interface. Our predictive model achieved a 317% improvement in accuracy (precision-recall AUC) when compared to simple prediction rules such as limiting sharing for friends with low levels of interaction. The predictive power of a variety of features (including user features, post statistics, the post's content, and characteristics of the audience) show the importance of friend context in predicting the correct privacy setting. Crucially, we found that the most predictive features can be collected without human interaction.
Surprisingly, observable friendship dynamics like the frequency of interaction on Facebook or length of friendship alone are insufficient as predictors. The former was weakly correlated with privacy preferences, and the latter was not significantly correlated with privacy preferences at all. Participants often wanted to share with Facebook friends with whom they never visibly interacted, some of whom were close offline friends or family members.
While a few prior studies found that users need to retrospectively revisit Facebook privacy settings [4, 6] , we take a holistic, usercentric approach to unpacking this problem within the context of a user's entire Facebook history, including the dynamics of changing sets of Facebook friends. We also take the first concrete steps toward building human-in-the-loop interfaces that use predictive models to identify posts whose privacy settings the user ought to revisit.
FACEBOOK PRIVACY SETTINGS
Facebook users control access to their posts by choosing privacy settings with the Audience Selector [22] . While the particular settings Facebook provides have changed substantially over the years, they have encompassed granting or denying access to both individual users and to roles (e.g., the user's Facebook friends, user-specified groups of friends, users tagged in a post). Just as in traditional rolebased access control (RBAC), roles like 'friends' or 'users tagged in this post' describe sets that shift over time. Previously, permissions could be granted to a user's networks (e.g., University X). This option has since been removed. We focus on the following five settings that specify to whom Facebook content is accessible:
• public (previously "everyone"): anyone on the web [20] • friends+: the user's Facebook friends plus the friends of some/all of those friends (e.g., friends of friends, friends plus anyone tagged) [19, 40] • friends: the user's Facebook friends [40] • custom: a user-specified subset of Facebook friends [19] • only me: only the user [19] In addition to changing the available options over time, Facebook has also varied the default, complicating longitudinal privacy management. In 2008, the default was friends plus networks [40] . The default was changed to public in 2010 [54] and friends in 2014 [50] .
PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION
This paper reports on a user study designed to build a longitudinal understanding of Facebook privacy attitudes and practices, as well as an investigation of how preferences correlate with various properties of posts, users, and settings. The ultimate goal of building this increased understanding of privacy settings over time is to build a human-in-the-loop retrospective privacy management system. In such a model, suggested privacy setting modifications would be presented to users through an interface that closely mirrors the "people you may know" feature on many social media sites.
With such an interface in mind, the objective we wish to maximize in this work is not pure accuracy, but rather a balance between accuracy and the importance of the suggested change. Regardless of the accuracy of such a prediction service, users must retain agency over important decisions like adding friends or revoking access to shared posts. An important implication is that while false negatives are certainly unwanted, the cost of such an incorrect suggestion is less catastrophic than in other security and privacy contexts, such as intrusion or spam detection. Furthermore, as this is a maintenance task, this suggestion interface can complement direct management tools like Facebook's "privacy checkup. " Mismanagement of Facebook privacy settings can be caused by user misunderstandings [1, 15, 49] , mismatches between the actual and expected dissemination of content [9, 12, 45] , and overly complex user interfaces [33] . In 2011, Liu et al. surveyed 200 Facebook users, finding that 63% of posts were exposed to a larger audience than desired [47] . While users sometimes choose not to share content proactively [68] or delete content [2, 58] , the mismanagement of privacy settings can cause embarrassment and regret [69, 76] .
Longitudinal Privacy on Facebook
Use of a social media platform changes considerably over time. Backstrom et al. noted a significant turnover in a user's set of close Facebook friends [5] , causing a "time collapse" in which temporal context is lost [13] . Privacy behaviors also change. Stutzman et al. found increased non-public content in Facebook profile attributes (e.g, date of birth) over time [73] . Users themselves also change [4] .
We observe that, because of friend addition or deletion, the number of people included in these settings also implicitly changes over time. In RBAC parlance, the friend role is granted to, or revoked from, different users at different times. This change is automatic. A post made in 2009 and shared with friends might be visible to 150 users when created, but friend additions may cause it to be shared with 1,500 users in 2019 without any privacy setting changes.
These longitudinal changes in platforms, combined with users' life and relationship changes, necessitate retrospective management of privacy settings [59] . Prior work found that although access control settings in corporate environments rarely need to change [70] , access control settings chosen long ago are frequently inaccurate in both social media [3, 4, 6] and cloud storage [37] .
Two closely related studies have documented the need to revisit privacy settings for past posts. Through user studies leveraging the Facebook API, both Ayalon and Toch [4] and Bauer et al. [6] showed participants past posts. In the former study, participants answered questions about their likelihood to edit or hide the post. In the latter study, participants answered questions about their desired future audience for the post. These studies found that life events and the passage of time are weakly correlated with desired changes to a post's audience. The first part of our study partially revisits this work. However, we collect a far larger and richer set of features. We also explicitly show participants a given post's current privacy setting during the study and ask whether they would actually want to change it. We also use the full history of interactions between a user and each of their Facebook friends to further understand the longitudinal evolution of privacy settings. In contrast to the previous work, our work also aims to build predictive models for identifying posts with currently inaccurate privacy settings.
Facebook and similar platforms provide few options for retrospectively reevaluating privacy settings. In 2011 Facebook introduced a "limit past posts" feature that changes all posts shared beyond the user's Facebook friends to the friends-only setting [31] . The "privacy checkup" feature, introduced in 2014 [50] , lets users examine and change their default privacy setting. While these tools can be effective, they unilaterally update sharing settings for large sets of posts or friends. We instead focus on finding specific posts whose privacy settings are likely to be inaccurate. Revisiting old posts is also facilitated by Facebook's "on this day" feature, which highlights posts from a given date in earlier years [34] . However, it neither provides a global view of aging posts nor offers assistance on retrospectively managing privacy.
Helping Users Choose Privacy Settings
Researchers have proposed a number of strategies to help users choose privacy settings. These techniques include audience-centric views of a post [44] and the ability to assign Facebook friends to custom groups (e.g., "band people") [35] . Variants of both have since been adopted by Facebook. Researchers have also suggested new visualizations of privacy settings [16, 53] and automated "nudges" highlighting a post's potential audience and impact [75, 78] .
Some researchers have also proposed using machine learning to predict a post's initial privacy setting. For example, Fang and LeFevre use active learning and friend clustering to predict finegrained privacy settings [23] . Others have built predictive models for computing inter-user tie strength [28] , user-level privacy scores [46] , privacy risk [83] , and the privacy similarity between users [27] . More recently, Fiesler et al. built a logistic regression model to predict whether or not a post should be public [24] . Supervised learning has also been used to understand private information disclosure attacks in online social networks, specifically for sensitive attribute inference [26, 29, 39, 43, 82] , sensitive relationship inference [10, 81] , and identity matching across platforms [80] .
While these efforts focus on helping users choose the initial privacy setting for a post at the time it is posted, we instead focus on helping users identify posts where this initial privacy setting no longer matches the currently desired setting. We build on these prior models by incorporating features they found to be predictive, adding other features, and testing different model architectures. A frequently proposed, and sometimes implemented, idea is to instead let users set an "expiration date" when making posts [3] or to otherwise set a time limit on information sharing. For example, Snapchat messages disappear after a matter of seconds [56] , Instagram stories disappear after 24 hours [32] , and the visibility of WeChat moments can be restricted to three days, six months, or forever [77] . However, prior work has found that users' predictions about future changes in the visibility of their posts frequently do not match their later preferences when revisiting those posts [6] .
USER STUDY METHODOLOGY
To understand Facebook users' longitudinal privacy attitudes and practices, document the degree to which retrospective reevaluation of privacy settings is needed, and collect the data needed to build and test predictive models for helping users do so, we conducted a user study. We investigate these questions using data collected in two surveys alongside an anonymized version of each participant's full Facebook timeline and activity log (collected with consent).
Recruitment and Survey 1
We recruited participants from Amazon's Mechanical Turk who were located in North America, 18+ years old, and had a 95%+ approval rating. We screened participants using their account data to verify that they met our inclusion criteria. These criteria, also listed on the study advertisement, were: (i) had a Facebook account for at least 2 years and (ii) made at least 10 posts in the last year. These ensured the accounts were sufficiently well-used for us to investigate retrospective privacy management. Participants volunteered for the study, installed our browser extension (see below), and then took Survey 1. This survey asked about the participant's overall Facebook usage, their use of Facebook's privacy features, and their demographics. Participants were compensated $10 for each survey. Appendices A-B contain the survey instruments.
Ethical Collection of Facebook Data
Both measuring longitudinal behaviors and building predictive models necessitate the collection of participants' Facebook data. Our goals for this data collection were to collect data in the most privacy-preserving way possible and to obtain very explicit and fully informed consent from participants for doing so. We first considered having participants use Facebook's "download your data" feature and uploading this full set to our servers. While full consent would be possible, we would inadvertently be writing private data (including Facebook messages and ad clicks) to disk, so we rejected this option. Alternatively, we considered partnering with Facebook under their blanket TOS agreement for data collection. We rejected this option because prior research using this approach, including the widely discussed 2014 Social Contagion study, demonstrated barriers for giving meaningful consent [66] .
We thus decided to design a protocol leveraging a browser extension that elicits meaningful informed consent from participants and collects data in a privacy-preserving way. This protocol was approved by our IRB. Figure 1 summarizes our data-collection infrastructure. This infrastructure enables us to collect, with the participant's permission, anonymized versions of their full Facebook timeline (posts they previously made), as well as their Facebook activity log. The former enables us to programmatically analyze their prior posts, as well as those posts' privacy settings and metadata (e.g., likes, comments). The latter enables us to analyze the temporal evolution of their set of Facebook friends and similar events.
Because of the nature of the data we were collecting, we did not consider a standard consent form sufficient. Thus, after participants agreed to our standard consent form, we provided a separate page detailing the data we would and would not collect from their Facebook account, including visual examples of our anonymization procedures (described below) and an overview of our technical approach. If the participant wished to continue, they then downloaded a browser extension we designed. This extension shared their Facebook session cookie with a server at our institution. Our servers Table 1 : Categories for selecting specific people in Survey 2 based on whether they were Facebook friends with the participant at the time of the post, as well as how frequently they interacted (likes/comments/tags) with the participant in the year prior to the post and the year prior to the survey.
used the Selenium browser automation tool [65] to download the relevant parts of a participant's timeline and activity log. Programmatic data collection: We performed all data collection programmatically. Researchers never viewed the raw HTML of any participant's account. In Survey 2, we embedded links to the Facebook URLs of posts and profiles rather than saving or serving any potentially sensitive content on our servers.
Anonymization: We only stored anonymized versions of the data by using one-way hashes for any unique identifiers (e.g., numeric Facebook IDs, names of any Facebook users) that could be considered personally identifiable information (PII). We also did not analyze or store any photos included in posts. We performed this anonymization procedure before writing data to disk. Despite our best efforts, we acknowledge that some collected data (e.g., the content of a post) might still contain PII (e.g., a nickname) that is very hard to detect automatically. Our anonymization strategy is similar to what Facebook themselves adopted via App-Scoped IDs in their API [17] . We never tried to deanonymize any account.
Targeted data collection: We did not collect data from any Facebook page that is not part of a participant's account. Specifically, we did not collect information posted by participant's friends. We collected aggregate data on likes and comments made on the participant's timeline, as well as the participant's own likes and comments. In contrast to earlier studies [28, 57] , we chose not to collect potentially useful data on the structure of the social graph from participants' friends who had not volunteered to participate.
Survey 2
Survey 2 contained two parts. In Part 1, we embedded links to five randomly selected posts from the participant's timeline. We showed the post's current privacy setting and asked if the participant had ever changed (or considered changing) that setting. We also asked participants whether they wanted to keep that privacy setting or choose a different one moving forward, and why. Different from earlier studies [4, 6] , we chose to remind participants of their current privacy setting for each post and make "keep this setting" the first option. While this could prime users to keep their current privacy setting, keeping the current setting minimizes friction.
In Part 2 of Survey 2, we revisited those same five posts, this time showing the participant six specific Facebook friends who could currently see each post. We asked whether or not the participant preferred to continue sharing that post with that person moving forward, or whether they did not care (so as to differentiate strong preferences from indifference or a default preference).
Based on our observation that the "friends only" privacy setting changes meaning as a user adds friends and our hypothesis that participants might want to stop sharing content with Facebook friends with whom they never interact, we used stratified sampling to select the six Facebook friends. For each post, one friend was randomly selected from each of the six categories enumerated in Table 1 , which capture temporal changes in how the users interact, as well as whether the users were friends at the time of the post. 1 Sampling based on visible interaction was inspired by Gilbert et al., who used similar interaction features to measure tie strength [28] . We calculated the level of interaction as the sum of: (i) the number of words exchanged via timeline posts and comments; (ii) the number of intimate [74] words exchanged; (iii) the number of posts on each other's timelines; and (iv) the number of likes and reactions the participant and their friend gave each other's posts. We divided friends into high (top 10% of friends) and low interaction (no visible interaction) buckets and exclude those who fall in neither. For each post, we computed visible interaction within two time spans: the year before our study, and the year before the post was made. For each post, we thus randomly sampled one friend per category. At the conclusion of Survey 2, we instructed participants to uninstall the plugin and log out of Facebook to invalidate their session cookie.
Data Analysis
As detailed when we present results, we performed statistical testing to investigate our targeted quantitative hypotheses. We also built and evaluated statistical models using standard evaluation measures like accuracy, precision, and recall.
For consistency, two researchers independently coded free-text responses using a shared codebook. Across questions, Cohen's κ (inter-rater agreement [42] ) ranged from 0.7 to 1, indicating substantial to perfect agreement. The coders met to resolve disagreements and choose a final code for each response.
Limitations
A core limitation is that we used a convenience sample of North American MTurk workers, and this sample consisted of only 78 participants. Nevertheless, our sample still contained participants with wide variations in account age and daily usage. Furthermore, our results likely underestimated privacy needs as highly privacysensitive individuals would be unlikely to participate in our study. However, even our participants wanted to restrict the visibility of 13.9% of posts they saw. In our study, we recruited English-speaking US Facebook users to enable comparisons to prior work. Thus, our results may not generalize to users from other languages or countries. As we only consider visible interactions on Facebook, we inevitably miss offline interactions. Our goal, however, is building predictive models that leverage only online data.
RETROSPECTIVE PREFERENCES
Here, we characterize participants' retrospective access control preferences for their old Facebook posts. Broadly, our results reinforce the need for automated assistance in reviewing access control (privacy) settings for aging Facebook posts.
Characteristic
Total Min. Median Max.
Account Age (Years)  -3  10  13  Friends  -12  224  3,625  Timeline posts  253,122  87  1,840 15,470  Non-timeline activities 1,738,303 1,509 20,263 60,184 Table 2 : Overview of participants' Facebook accounts.
Participants' Demographics
A total of 101 participants installed our plugin and completed Survey 1. However, 13 participants did not meet our stated inclusion criteria (e.g., based on the age of their account), so we did not invite them to participate in Survey 2. Of the remaining 88 participants, 78 completed Survey 2, and those are the responses we analyze. For these 78 participants, we collected preferred privacy settings for 390 posts and 2,340 friend-post pairs (see Section 5) . The posts for which participants answered our questions had a median age of 2.6 years (minimum 9.9 days, maximum 9.9 years). Basic demographics: Among participants, 69% identified as female, and the rest as male. This skews more female than Facebook overall (52% female in 2018 [71] ). A plurality (46%) of participants were in the 25-34 age range, and the overall age distribution is consistent with Facebook users overall in 2018 [72] . 87% of participants identified as white and 9% as black. 18% of participants held a degree or job in computer science or a similar field.
Facebook usage: Among participants, 89.7% reported daily Facebook use, with median usage of 1 hour per day. We summarize participants' Facebook accounts in Table 2 . While we did not specifically attempt to recruit users with especially long-lived accounts, 55 of our 78 participants' accounts were at least 10 years old. In aggregate, participants made a total of 253,122 posts on their own Facebook timeline, with the median participant making 1,840 posts. Their activity logs showed participants also performed significant non-post activity, such as liking other posts or watching videos.
Temporal Changes in Facebook Usage
In Survey 1, we asked participants to report the primary topics of their Facebook posts at three points in time: one year after they initially created their account; at the time of the survey; and halfway between the two. At each point, participants reported posting about their personal lives, including humorous content and updates about their family. Only 5 participants (6.4%) said posting updates about their personal lives was their primary Facebook activity at the time of the study, whereas 15 participants (19.2%) said it was their primary Facebook activity at the midpoint of their account lifetime.
We also asked participants which year they thought their Facebook usage peaked, and how their current usage compares with their peak usage. On average, participants reported their Facebook usage (amount of time spent on Facebook) peaked 5.6 years ago (σ = 3.4, median = 5). Two-thirds of participants reported that they currently spend less time on Facebook than they did during the peak year. This evolution in Facebook usage further motivates the need for retrospective privacy-management tools.
Increasing audiences: For the 55 participants whose Facebook accounts were at least a decade old, we analyzed how their set of Facebook friends changed over time. Figure 2 shows the percentage of participants' current friends added over the past years (using friend-addition timestamps in the activity log). The boxes represent quartiles. We observe a very substantial increase in the audience implicitly included in the most common "friends only" privacy setting. Compared to 2018, the median participant had under half as many friends in 2012, and under one-quarter as many in 2009. Figure 13 in the appendix is an analogous graph for all 78 participants, showing an even more pronounced trend.
Offline Events Affect Facebook Usage: A Facebook user's life changes impact which privacy settings they desire [4, 6] . 56.4% of our participants mentioned that life events affected their sharing decisions. Specifically, they reported that their sharing on Facebook was affected by personal (30 participants), professional (10), and global (18) events. Relationship changes (10) and childbirth (7) were the most frequently mentioned personal changes. Career changes (3) and issues with a coworker (3) were the most frequently mentioned professional changes. Finally, elections (6) and news about data breaches (6) were the most frequently mentioned global events motivating changes. Some of these events led to fewer personal posts on Facebook (reported by 13 of the 30 participants with personal changes and 3 of the 10 with professional changes).
Usage of Privacy Features:
We also investigated usage of Facebook's own retrospective privacy features. 59% of participants reported that they had seen Facebook's "privacy checkup" tool when we showed them a picture of it, and 44.9% reported that they had used the privacy checkup. These high percentages are consistent with a 2018 Reuters/Ipsos survey that reported 74% of U.S. Facebook users were aware of their current Facebook privacy settings [63] . Similarly, 53.8% of our participants reported seeing the "limit past audience" feature. However, only 19.2% recalled using it. Figure 14 in the appendix). We found that friends was by far the most used privacy setting, even for posts made pre-2011 when posts were public by default. This finding appears to contradict earlier work from Liu et al. that found that the public setting is most heavily used on Facebook [47] . Note that Liu et al. also used Mechanical Turk, surveying 200 users.
Privacy Settings Over Time
If both our and Liu et al.'s samples are sufficiently representative, our observed distribution of privacy settings on pre-2011 posts suggests a recent (and significant) restriction of the visibility of old posts. 2011 also saw the introduction of the "limit past posts" feature, which our participants might have used to restrict their old posts' visibility. While only 19.2% of our participants reported that they remembered using that tool, they could have forgotten having done so, or they could have restricted posts manually. Such a significant change in privacy settings constitutes a major incident regarding retrospective privacy. Unfortunately, "limit past posts" can only restrict widely shared (e.g., "public") posts to "friends only. " It is an incredibly blunt tool and cannot capture subtle, and sometimes important, retrospective privacy decisions. Table 3 presents the results of asking whether participants wish to change the privacy settings for five randomly selected Facebook posts. We exclude one post where the participant preferred not to answer about his desired setting. We make two observations from this table. First, while a majority of existing privacy settings for 290 old posts (74.5%) do not require changes, 65.3% of participants wanted to change at least one post's privacy setting. The graycolored cells of Table 3 indicate posts where participants did not want to change their current privacy settings. Second, we found that preferred changes in settings are roughly split between increasing and decreasing the audience size. Earlier work [6] reported similar results. Interestingly, even for two posts currently shared with custom settings, the participants wanted to share them with different custom settings containing smaller audiences.
Desired Privacy Settings
The red and blue shaded regions in Table 3 indicate a decreased or increased audience, respectively. When we asked participants why they want to change their privacy setting, the most common reasons were that the post was not appropriate (18 posts), it was irrelevant (16) , and they did not care who was able to see that specific post (14) . When participants wanted to increase the post audience, they mentioned that it was because it contained public information or a general message that they would like more individuals to see.
When participants were asked how important it was to change each post's privacy setting, 65 changes were of only slight or no importance, and 34 changes were of extreme or moderate importance. If participants felt that changing the privacy setting of a post was extremely important, they often attributed this to the post being inappropriate or containing private information. If participants felt that it would be very or moderately important to change privacy settings, appropriateness was still an important rationale. For instance, one participant commented, "It was a trip with my ex, I doubt my fiancee wants to see that. "
Reasons for Retrospective Changes
Participants indicated that they wish to change the privacy settings of 25.5% of their old posts. In this section, we further investigate how they came to these conclusions. (1), and digging up family information (2) . These intentions certainly motivate retrospective control of post privacy for even the most slightly privacy-conscious Facebook user.
Effectiveness of Existing
Mechanisms. Finally, we evaluated the effectiveness of Facebook's current privacy-management mechanisms by checking for a correlation between whether a post's existing and desired privacy settings differ and whether the corresponding participant had used an existing privacy-preserving mechanism. We used the χ 2 test [60] or Fisher's exact test [25] , depending on the amount of data available for the individual test. We did not find any significant correlations between the frequency with which participants wanted to change the privacy settings on old posts and their use of various privacy-preserving mechanisms (removing a friend, changing the audience of a past post, and using the "privacy checkup" [21] or "limit past posts" [18] features).
This lack of a significant correlation suggests that the currently available tools are insufficient. If they were meeting users' needs for retrospective privacy management, we would expect to see less need for changes when users were already actively managing their privacy. This analysis is potentially confounded by participants not being able to remember seeing or using these tools, especially in light of the observation that many participants had likely used these tools to retrospectively change privacy settings (see Section 6.3). Even so, the lack of clear evidence that the current tools are sufficient is motivation for creating new tools that can support users' clear need to manage these privacy settings retrospectively.
PRIVACY PREFERENCES' CORRELATIONS
Our study is unique among research on social media privacy in its combination of temporal reach (with the median participant's account being 10 years old) and the fine-grained nature of the data, contextualizing privacy preferences within the participant's full timeline and evolution of their set of Facebook friends. Here, we explore correlations between retrospective privacy preferences for continuing to share given posts with given Facebook friends based on both how frequently the two users visibly interact on Facebook and when that relationship was added on Facebook. 0  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100   X-High   0  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 Low-Low Table 1 ). The first part of a name refers to the year before a post was made, while the second refers to the year before the study.
Visible Interaction
the bottom panel considers only interaction in the year before the post was made. Figure 4 shows that participants were more likely to "definitely keep sharing" posts with friends with whom they had a high degree of recent interaction than those with whom they had not recently interacted (Mann-Whitney U, p < 0.001). They reported definitely wanting to keep sharing posts with 62.7% of friends with whom they frequently interacted in the year preceding our study. While recent interaction is indicative of a desire to definitely keep sharing, the inverse is not true. Participants also wanted to "definitely keep sharing" posts with 34.7% of the friends with whom they had no visible interaction on Facebook in the year before the study.
We used our qualitative data to better understand the desire to share posts in spite of no recent interaction. Often, the participant identified the Facebook friend as a family member or close friend, which implies that the level of visible interaction on Facebook is an imperfect measure of real-world closeness. Additionally, participants sometimes anticipated that the content of a post would be interesting to the friend. This mental model of friends' interests is not reflected in our interaction data. Two less frequent reasons for sharing with friends in spite of no recent interaction are contentcentric. For instance, participants wanted to keep sharing posts containing informative or humorous content with their friends regardless of visible interaction. We note very similar reasons when investigating prediction inaccuracies in Section 8.5.
Similarly, participants were more likely to definitely want to stop sharing with friends they had not recently interacted with (8.3% of the time) than those they interacted frequently with (3.5% of the time) (Mann-Whitney U, p = 0.001). The similarity of these numbers underscores that while interaction is correlated with sharing preferences, it is not sufficient on its own for prediction, as explored in future sections.
Correlation with Time of Friendship
Recall that the median participant had twice as many Facebook friends in 2018 as in 2012, substantially changing the meaning of a "friends only" privacy setting. Surprisingly, we did not observe significant differences in whether a participant wanted to share a given post with a given friend based on whether or not they were Facebook friends at the time the post was made. The "X- * " plots in Figure 4 depict this phenomenon. In other words, the time of Facebook friendship is not only insufficient for retrospectively predicting whether a post should be shared with a given friend, it does not even seem to be correlated. While we had initially hypothesized that participants might not want to share past content with friends they make in the future, our results do not support this hypothesis. Instead, participants appear to be adding new Facebook friends with the intention that these new friends can access past content.
PREDICTING PREFERENCES
Our ultimate goal is to enable users to efficiently maintain correct privacy settings on years or decades of social media posts. The sheer number of friend-post combinations for even light social media users necessitates automated assistance for this task. To support the use of machine learning models in such a subjective and important setting, we leverage insights regarding preferences from Sections 6 and 7, designing models intended for use within the privacy domain and the user assistance scenario.
Prediction Task
For the prediction task, our dataset consists of tuples (X i , Y i ), where X i is the feature vector and Y i is the desired audience change for post i. We formulate the problem as a binary classification task where Y i = 1 corresponds to limit sharing and Y i = −1 corresponds to do not limit sharing. Our task is binary classification, since our current focus is to help users find posts they wish to limit sharing, based on a human-in-the-loop system, rather than building a fully automatic post manager. By mapping our problem to binary classification, we can get a better separation on posts users specifically wanted to limit sharing compared to do not limit sharing. After prediction, we can sort posts by their likelihood of limit sharing to show users posts in the predicted priority order.
The feature vector X i includes variables capturing the survey responses, including some user information, post statistics, content, and audience. From the survey features, we have the age of the account and the age of the participant as user information. We include the survey responses either as one-hot encoding or binary indicators for multiple-choice responses. Our post statistics features are the following: the number of likes and comments, the content type (e.g., text, link, image), whether another user is tagged, if comments were edited, if the audience was changed earlier, the age of the post, and the current privacy setting. We extract contentlevel features from the text of posts through established NLP feature extractors: Google News Word2Vec embedddings [55] , Linguistic Inquiry & Word Count (LIWC) categories [74] , Google's content classification categories, and Google's sentiment scores (i.e., positive or negative sentiment) [30] . Our audience features include friendspecific features: days since first and last communication, reaction counts, wall words exchanged, and how many wall posts the user initiated to a friend. We include more details on features in Table 6 in the appendix.
To perform binary classification, we compare several established supervised learning algorithms: Decision Trees (DT ), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random Forests (RF) using scikit-learn [61] , and XGBoost (XGB) [79] . We also include Deep Neural Networks (DNN ) using scikit-learn and the Adam optimizer, although DNNs tend not to learn well from small datasets like ours. For our DNN, we used 3 hidden layers with 100, 50, and 20 nodes with RELU activations and a softmax activation for the output layer. We report results only on the best performing classifiers, while leaving results for other classifiers in the appendix (Figures 10, 11, and 12 ). In the absence of any preexisting classifier, we propose two baseline models. The first is a random classifier (Random), where we randomly show posts to users. The random classifier is used when there is no information for predicting if a post will be selected for limit sharing. We also considered a more reasonable straw man baseline (Interaction) that does not require machine learning, but only considers the level of interaction between the user and their friend. This baseline predicts limit sharing for friends with low levels of interaction. We chose these baseline classifiers because, to the best of our knowledge, no prior work has attempted to predict posts and friend-post pairs for which to retrospectively limit sharing.
Dataset Description
We consider two datasets for predicting privacy preferences. In the post dataset, we aim to predict whether a user should decrease the audience of a post. In the friend-post dataset, we aim to predict whether a user should remove a specific friend's access to the post. For both datasets, we focus on the binary classification task of predicting whether or not a user wishes to limit sharing. Post Dataset. In the post dataset there are 389 posts for which users specified labels. There are three labels in the dataset: less, same, and more audience. Since we focus on finding posts for which the user wishes to decrease the audience, we treat less audience as limit sharing and the other two as do not limit sharing. We have the following label distribution: 13.9% for less, 74.5% for same, and 11.6% for more audience. For binary classification, we have: 13.9% for limit sharing and 86.1% for do not limit sharing.
Friend-Post Dataset. The friend-post dataset contains the same posts as the post dataset. However, participants specified audiencechange labels for specific friends (up to 6 friends per post). This dataset contains 2,336 total labels, after removing friend-post pairs where no answer was given. This dataset contains 3 possible decisions for privacy preference: stop sharing, doesn't matter, and keep sharing. We map this to a binary classification task where stop sharing corresponds to limit sharing, and the other two correspond to do not limit sharing. For friend-post pairs, we have the following label distribution: 6.4% for stop sharing, 36.4% for doesn't matter, and 57.2% for keep sharing. For binary classification, we have: 6.4% for limit sharing and 93.6% for do not limit sharing.
Both datasets are highly skewed toward do not limit sharing. This can highly bias our results towards predicting do not limit sharing for every post. We counteract this issue by focusing on the binary classification task, since we wish to discriminate posts that are limit sharing from all other posts.
Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we perform 5-fold cross validation and report averaged results across 5 testing folds. Since, we are focusing on finding posts where the user may wish to decrease the audience size, we order examples in the test data by the probability of being Y i = 1 (limit sharing) and assess their precision and recall. This is a typical evaluation setup for binary classification where one label (limit sharing) is more important than the other (do not limit sharing). Since we can vary the number of posts that we predict as limit sharing, we report on precision@k, the precision after predicting the top k results as positive. Each value of k is considered a potential cutoff, where all examples ranked greater than or equal to k are classified as positive and the rest are classified as negative. Ordering examples by the probability of correctness also maps well onto an implementation that mimics the "people you may know" feature employed by Facebook and other social networks. Prioritizing the suggestions that are most likely to be correct maximizes the utility of the tool in an environment constrained by user attention. Furthermore, since it is unlikely that a user will be willing to spend the time to go over all suggestions, our intention is to minimize the number of false predictions rather than ensure that all posts needing correction are (eventually) suggested.
Results
We present the precision@k and precision-recall curves averaged over the five folds. We also analyze the features for predicting friend-post pair privacy settings.
Friend-Post Dataset Prediction.
We study whether it is possible to predict if a user wants to limit sharing for a post with a specific friend. Thus, we include features about the inferred relationship between the user and the friend in addition to other features. Figure 5a shows the precision@k curves for predicting privacy preferences in the friend-post dataset. Here, the ensemble classifiers Random Forest and XGBoost give the best precision, with XGBoost performing better for very low K. Since the underlying distribution of limit sharing for this dataset is 6.4%, a cutoff at that percentage would be reasonable in a deployed system. This corresponds to predicting the top 30 results per test fold where the precision@30 is 0.519 for Random Forest. Additionally, we include Figure 5 : Precision@k curves for the friend-post dataset, comparing the original dataset and removing the label doesn't matter from the testing folds, using the best classifiers (XGBoost and Random Forest). The preference for doesn't matter is most of the interference for the precision@k curves.
another precision@k curve for XGBoost (XGBoost auto), where we remove features that are not automatically collected, such as survey responses. We see that even after removing these features, we can get very close precision@k curves to XGBoost on the full set of features. This shows promise in building a system, where we only need to know friend-post pair sharing preferences so that we can get more labels. Features can be collected automatically. We analyze whether doesn't matter decisions contribute to most of the false positives in top positions. Figure 5b shows that after removing those examples from the test set, the precision becomes higher for all k and stays 1.0 for more top examples (6 vs. 3), compared to Figure 5a . This result implies that many posts for which users do not care to limit sharing appear near the top, which are more tolerable false positives than posts where the user actually does not want to limit the audience. Note that this figure is only for explanation purposes, as a priori knowledge of the doesn't matter class would not be possible in the real world. Thus, for performance purposes, Figure 5a presents the realistic evaluation. We further analyze false positives in Section 8.5.
To understand the tradeoff between false positives and false negatives in prediction, we perform precision-recall analysis. Figure 6 shows the precision-recall curve for friend-post pair predictions. For example, if we show the first 3 examples to users, we achieve 1.0 precision, which means all 3 examples are correctly labeled limit sharing. However, very low recall shows that we missed many posts for which users wish to limit sharing. If we set the cutoff to match the distribution of limit sharing (i.e., k = 30), then both the precision and recall are 0.49. If one were to compare this approach to a heuristic of suggesting posts to reevaluate based on a low level of interaction, the precision-recall area under the curve (PR AUC) is 0.118. Contrasted with XGBoost's 0.493 AUC value, this represents a 317% improvement over using the level of interaction with friends to predict sharing reevaluation.
While these accuracy and precision numbers would be unreasonable to deploy in a fully automated system, our intended deployment for this task is part of a human-in-the-loop system (see Section 2). Thus, we seek to achieve a balance of precision and accuracy, and incorrect suggestions incur only a light time cost on users. Furthermore, deployment of such a system with satisfactory accuracy and precision would enable the collection of further user decisions to refine the performance of the classifier and suggestion mechanism. Beyond simply achieving good performance, we also investigate which features are most predictive of the limit sharing decision. Table 4 lists the top 10 most important features according to XG-Boost. From this list, we see that there is a mix of audience features (days since first and last communication, number of wall words exchanged, reaction counts), post statistics (age of the post, number of likes and comments of the post, whether the audience has previously been changed), and survey or user features (age of the account, user's number of friends, if the user had a personal life change). One notable result is that 9 out of 10 of these features can be collected without user interaction, while the other feature (if the user had a personal life change since the post) may require asking the user explicitly. Although not displayed here, some Word2Vec components and content classification categories were important, specifically in the top-20 features, while LIWC features and sentiment analysis did not appear to be highly important.
Next, we explored the effect of audience (or friend) context in the prediction. Figure 7 compares the precision@k curves when using all features, excluding friendship features, and relying only on friendship features using XGBoost. This suggests that while friendship context alone is insufficient, friendship features do play an important role in predicting friend-post pair privacy preferences. We perform additional analysis on the neutral label doesn't matter because it was a large proportion of the friend-post pair dataset (36.4%). We do so by considering different variations for training our model, without changing anything in the testing data, with XGBoost as the classifier. Since the response doesn't matter is ambiguous, we consider treating it as different labels to see how the precision@k curves vary. We vary the training setup in four ways: (1) original: keep doesn't matter as the do not limit sharing category, which is our original setup; (2) dm → limit: treat doesn't matter as the decision to limit sharing, training with the original limit audience labels; (3) dm → class: treat doesn't matter as a separate class, transforming our problem into a three-class classification problem; (4) dm → removed: remove doesn't matter labels from the training process. In order to allow fair comparison across training setups, we use the exact same test data for all training setups and treat doesn't matter as do not limit sharing in the test data. For evaluation, we order test examples based on the probability of being limit sharing. Figure 8 shows that our original setup overall performs the best, especially for the top examples, while treating doesn't matter as its own class in training is a close second. This result is intuitive since we wish to identify posts to limit sharing, and separating them clearly from other examples during training will result in better classification. When we remove the label for doesn't matter, we get some decrease in precision. When treating doesn't matter as limit sharing, the precision@k drops significantly. The reason is that the classifier learns over two different types of labels for limit audience, which interferes with predicting the positive class during testing.
Post Dataset
Prediction. Next, we study whether it is possible to predict if a user would want to limit sharing of a post entirely, rather than for specific friends. Figure 9 shows the precision@k curves for individual post prediction, using all classifiers. In this dataset, Logistic Regression performs the best. In Figure 9 , the precision is relatively low even for top results (low k). Since the underlying distribution of limit sharing for this dataset is 13.9%, a cutoff at that percentage would be reasonable in a deployed system. This corresponds to predicting the top 11 results per test fold where the precision is 0.288. The best classifier for this task is logistic regression, especially at lower cutoffs, where deep neural networks perform especially poorly. In order to understand what contributes to the false positives (e.g., 0.6 for precision@1 for post prediction) and false negatives, we further explored the reason behind misclassification of posts. More specifically, we filtered out the posts and friend-post pairs that were misclassified (false positives and false negatives) by our predictor by a significant margin. We then performed qualitative analysis on the participant-provided justification for their decisions about these posts' privacy settings to unpack possible rationales.
Analyzing Post Prediction Inaccuracy
Here, we qualitatively investigate the predictions missed by our classifier and provide a comprehensive analysis of these misclassified posts. We envision this analysis to be beneficial for future study designs by allowing researchers to gain insight into useful features to account for while building such automated learning tools. In addition, we also highlight the need for understanding personalized user contexts when designing such human-in-the-loop interfaces.
We perform this analysis on both the post dataset and the friend-post dataset predictions. We use the percentage of limit sharing choices in the training data as the cutoff k and aggregate all false positives and negatives across the 5 testing folds. For false negatives, we focus on suggestions ranked in the bottom 50% of the aggregated set as these are misclassified by a significant margin.
Post-based features
Details of content associated with a post (e.g., labeling images / video) Classes of sensitive information within the post text or content Similarity analysis of post content with the participant's present interests
Friend-based features
The interests, likes, and dislikes of the participant's friends If particular friends are close family or otherwise related Frequency of offline interaction between the participant and their friends Table 5 : Potential features to collect in future studies.
A fair number (42%) of misclassified posts were caused by the absence of accurate predictive features in our dataset. A significant number of these misclassified posts are linked to external content such as associated images, videos, or news articles. To ensure participants' privacy, and due to a lack of discussion in current related work about significant predictive features, we chose not to collect features specific to posts' external content. In other cases, participants' responses also suggest the presence of whole classes of sensitive content, e.g. "I would like posts of my children to be as private as possible." While we collect individual examples and reasons, sufficiently described classes of sensitive content would likely be a helpful supplement to our approach.
One additional source of inaccuracy was a lack of features specific to participants' friends. For 16% of misclassified friend-post pairs, participants mentioned the content of a given post being closely aligned with their particular friend's interests. For instance, one participant explained, "I think she likes articles about animals. " There were also cases where participants mentioned that their friend would not like the content or it would be controversial. As our friend-based features do not account for the preferences of participants' friends and we did not attempt to collect this information for privacy and consent reasons, such instances are hard to predict.
Some misclassified posts were shared with close friends or family members with whom users wanted to continue sharing the posts. While Facebook allows participants to list family members on their profile, we did not collect this information. In other friend-post pairs, the level of interaction was not always representative of the closeness of their relationship and led to an inaccurate prediction. For instance, one participant said about a specific friend-post pair, "He's a long distance boyfriend that I grew up with so I don't really care too much if he sees it or doesn't. " As the dynamics of Facebook and its users change, online interaction levels will not always be sufficient to determine complex social connections. Having access to additional complementary features (e.g., family relationships) can enable the development of more accurate classifiers.
In summary, elaborating on our findings from this investigative analysis on mispredictions, Table 5 presents a list of useful features that, if collected, could enable more accurate models for predicting privacy-setting misalignment in the future.
Our analysis also revealed the strong presence of personalized context, which limits the extent to which fully automated classifiers can predict an individual's preferences. For example, when explaining a change to the privacy setting of a post, a participant wrote, "I no longer participate in these activities and don't find them appropriate any longer. " Inferring a connection between participation in an activity, its appropriateness, and a desired sharing setting may in fact be possible, but such nuanced and subjective connections are unlikely to be currently achievable. In other misclassified instances, participants' explanations emphasized the audience of a post. For example, one participant wrote, "It was set to friends and that's the only people who I'd want to have my phone number. " Without access to preferences regarding explicitly curated sharing lists, developing an accurate understanding of friends' closeness in light of their limited social media interaction is non-trivial.
While the goal of any automated inference system is to minimize or eliminate inaccuracies, a domain as subjective and contextual as personal information sharing is bound to have occasional mistakes. When initially designing such a system, a human-centered investigation of the mental models and preferences regarding these decisions can provide valuable insights regarding what additional features to collect, as well as which inference rules may not accurately generalize across different individuals.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
For users, access control is typically a "set it, and forget it" endeavor. Even if the privacy setting a user has chosen for a social media post was accurate at the time it was set, it may be inappropriate moving forward. This mismatch can result from changes in the user's life and relationships, in addition to changes in the affordances and usage of the sharing platform itself. In our user study, we asked 78 Facebook users to evaluate five of their previous Facebook posts. For one-quarter of these posts, participants reported that they preferred to move forward with a privacy setting different from the one currently set. Participants wanted to reduce posts' audience sizes roughly as often as they want to increase them.
While we had initially hypothesized that one could predict which privacy settings ought to change based on how frequently participants interacted with particular friends or when they became Facebook friends, these characteristics had no predictive power for the task at hand. Participants desired to maintain sharing with low-interaction (but high-importance) classes of friends like family members. This insight is in line with previous work on invisible audiences [9, 48] and further highlights the importance of lowinteraction friend connections on social networks.
In contrast, we showed promising results when building predictive models for users who wish to limit the privacy of past posts. Our results show that predicting the desired privacy settings of friend-post pairs is a particularly viable approach. We find that it is possible to automatically generate a ranked list of friend-post pairs for which the highest ranked pairs are likely to be cases for which the user wishes to retrospectively limit sharing for the post. Compared to baseline methods that consider the level of publicly visible interaction on Facebook, our predictive models perform more than three times better when identifying the friend-post pairs where the user would want to limit the audience. Additionally, when considering the most useful features in our predictive models, we found that focusing only on features that can be collected automatically (rather than requiring explicit user interaction) minimally impacts predictive performance. Thus, the initial identification of such friend-post pairs can proceed without burdening users.
Potential deployment: Privacy decisions are often nuanced and highly contextual. As our results on low-interaction, yet highimportance, Facebook friends illustrate, the data necessary to fully contextualize a privacy decision may not even be available in the system in the first place. Furthermore, while our predictive models are successful at ranking friend-post pairs such that the highest ranked pairs are likely to require privacy reevaluation, the current versions of these models have insufficient accuracy for automatically determining privacy settings for all posts.
As a result, we imagine that our predictive models would be most successfully deployed as part of a human-in-the-loop interface. For example, similar to Facebook's "friends you may know" suggestion box, we imagine our classifier's highest-ranked suggestions being presented to the user as "posts whose privacy settings you may wish to revisit. " Users could actively engage with these suggestions, evaluating them in terms of their unique knowledge outside the system (e.g., about their intended self-presentation and real-world relationships with the recipients). Because of this human-in-theloop process, near-perfect prediction accuracy is not necessary. False positives generated by the classifier will be evaluated by the user, who will likely choose to keep the current privacy setting. While a high rate of false positives might discourage attention and engagement, our classifier results suggest that most of the highly ranked friend-post pairs are likely to be true positives. As a result of this human-in-the-loop aspect, the posts that are hidden based on the user's affirmative decisions are those they intend to hide.
When dealing with modern volumes of friend-post pairs for which to maintain proper privacy settings, our work demonstrates a promising approach to partially automating this process. This approach promises to focus the user's attention toward privacy settings that need to be revisited far better than requiring users to manually sift through past posts. Future work, however, is essential for further specifying and designing potential human-in-the-loop interfaces, as well as evaluating them in practice.
Low-interaction friends can be important: Our results highlight participants' desire to keep sharing with low-interaction, but high-importance, friends, such as family members. Any interactionbased cutoff for removing or reevaluating sharing decisions would incorrectly remove these connections. This insight is in line with previous work on invisible audiences [9, 48] .
Additional external data can better contextualize posts: In the case of inaccuracies, the data needed to correctly classify posts was often not available through Facebook. Future research in this area can mine external (e.g., the content to which URLs point) and non-textual data (e.g., images, videos). At a high level, participant responses suggested that individuals intend to broadly share content of general interest (e.g., news and humor) while restricting the audience of personal content. When participants were asked why they wanted to change a given post's audience, they were far more likely to cite reasons related to the content of the post (e.g., "It's irrelevant because it's an old sports post about a game") rather than friendship dynamics or life events. Our qualitative coding of participants' self-reported reasoning leads us to believe that post content is an important determinant for whether a post's privacy setting should be changed. We combine this insight with two key reasons for our prediction inaccuracy -the presence of external content and limited text content -to suggest that future work analyzing post content more deeply is likely to better predict changes. Our qualitative results also indicated that privacy decisions were sometimes rooted in participants' anticipation of their friends' interests, contributing to prediction inaccuracies.
To protect participants' privacy, we restricted our analysis to data on our participants' Facebook accounts. Future work could include external data with proper consent, which is likely to further aid in identifying past posts in need of retrospective privacy management. Therefore, future work should focus on using additional data mined from connected URLs, as well as further analyzing images and videos. Our deep approach to investigating post privacy decisions provided useful insights that refined our intuition about how to operationalize retrospective tools. It is a natural precursor to a broader, quantitative approach to this task.
Limitations and future work: As with most studies conducted on real user data, our study has limitations. Because we wanted to probe deeply into several posts for individual participants, our overall sample size is lower than one might want for quantitative analysis. Furthermore, a likely nontrivial bias is introduced by the necessity of allowing our tools to investigate the full contents of the participant's Facebook account. This will likely dissuade privacysensitive users from participating in this or any other study of the same phenomenon when it requires informed consent.
Because we wanted to probe deeply into several posts for individual participants, our experimental approach is not well-suited for large-scale analysis. While not conclusive, our promising prediction results are hopefully a lower bound that will only improve with access to more training data. Leveraging qualitative insights, Table 5 highlighted additional features to collect in future studies. We envision this additional data will improve prediction accuracy.
While we found no simple mismatch between user preferences and current privacy settings that could be corrected in a fully automated way, we were able to make significant headway toward this high-level goal. By building a model founded on both qualitative and quantitative insights, we took a first step toward developing human-in-the-loop retrospective privacy-protection systems.
APPENDIX A SURVEY 1 QUESTIONS
Longitudinal Privacy Behaviors First, we would like to ask you about how you use this account to connect with family. I use this Facebook account primarily for the following purposes. Select all that apply. ⃝ Sending direct messages to family (e.g., via Facebook Messenger) ⃝ Looking through the newsfeed to stay up to date with family ⃝ Liking, sharing, or commenting on things my family posted ⃝ Sharing pictures with family ⃝ Writing text posts (e.g., status updates) for family ⃝ Sharing content posted by others (e.g., new articles, links) for family ⃝ Other: ___ ⃝ None of the above Next, we would like to ask you about how you use this account to connect with close friends. I use this Facebook account primarily for the following purposes. Select all that apply. ⃝ Sending direct messages to close friends (e.g., via Facebook Messenger) ⃝ Looking through the newsfeed to stay up to date with close friends ⃝ Liking, sharing, or commenting on things my close friends posted ⃝ Sharing pictures with close friends ⃝ Writing text posts (e.g., status updates) for close friends ⃝ Sharing content posted by others (e.g., new articles, links) for close friends ⃝ Other: ___ ⃝ None of the above Next, we would like to ask you about how you use this account to connect with professional contacts. I use this Facebook account primarily for the following purposes. Select all that apply. ⃝ Sending direct messages to professional contacts (e.g., via Facebook Messenger) ⃝ Looking through the newsfeed to stay up to date with professional contacts ⃝ Liking, sharing, or commenting on things my professional contacts posted ⃝ Sharing pictures with professional contacts ⃝ Writing text posts (e.g., status updates) for professional contacts ⃝ Sharing content posted by others (e.g., new articles, links) for professional contacts ⃝ Other: ___ ⃝ None of the above Finally, we would like to ask you about how you use this account to connect with acquaintances (e.g. people you meet briefly at an event). I use this Facebook account primarily for the following purposes. Select all that apply. ⃝ Sending direct messages to acquaintances (e.g., via Facebook Messenger) ⃝ Looking through the newsfeed to stay up to date with acquaintances ⃝ Liking, sharing, or commenting on things acquaintances posted ⃝ Sharing pictures with acquaintances ⃝ Writing text posts (e.g., status updates) for acquaintances ⃝ Sharing content posted by others (e.g., new articles, links) for acquaintances ⃝ Other: ___ ⃝ None of the above Do you have any other Facebook accounts? ⃝ Yes, for the purposes of ___ ⃝ No Do you use any of the following social media platforms? For each one, rank from 1 (I do not use this platform) to 4 (I use this platform more frequently than I use Facebook)
In which year do you think the amount of time you spend on Facebook peaked? ___ 
C ADDITIONAL FIGURES
This appendix presents a series of supplementary graphs and tables. First, we present four additional graphs for our predictive models, showing the relative performance of the different classifiers we tested on the same data. We then present two graphs analogous to those in the paper showing temporal patterns in the number of Facebook friends per participant and the privacy settings of posts. Different from the analogous graphs in the paper that included only the cohort whose accounts were at least a decade old, these variants show data from all participants. Finally, we include Table 6 , which details the features we extracted from our survey or programmatically collected and then leveraged in our prediction task. These features are divided into four categories. In each category we consider multiple features. 
Content based features
Whether the post text contains words from the LIWC categories (e.g., religious, swear, anger etc.) [74] . We obtained 63 categories for our dataset; each category corresponds to one feature. We used one-hot encoding to obtain binary feature values Whether the post text is classified into any of the Google content-classification categories (e.g., arts, politics, culture and entertainment) [30] . We obtained 21 categories for our dataset; each category correspond to one feature. We used one-hot encoding to obtain binary feature values Sentiment score of the post text computed by the Google Cloud Natural Language engine [30] Google News Word2Vec embedddings [55] of the post text Audience based features (for specific friends)
# of days since first communication # of days since last communication # of days between first and last communication # of friends of the participant # of wall posts exchanged between the participant and the friend (we also used a normalized version as a separate feature) # of words exchanged via wall posts and comments (we also used a normalized version as a separate feature) # of intimate [74] wall words exchanged (we also used a normalized version as a separate feature) The number of likes and reactions that the participant gave on the friend's wall posts or the friend gave on the participant's wall posts (we also used a normalized version as a separate feature) 
